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For over 70-years, Frequentis has developed and
optimised systems for customers in safety-critical
areas of the global mega-markets for transport and
safety infrastructure – wherever efficient and flexible
high-performance solutions are required.

Josef Kutschi, Frequentis Middle East Managing
Director, stated: “Frequentis has an established track
record for delivering high-quality, mission-critical
control centre communication throughout the Middle
East. Together with our wide partner network, our local
footprint enables highly responsive support solutions
tailored to clients’ expectations, no matter where their
mission takes them. Our team in the region, together
with our global Frequentis support organisation
ensures seamless, safe and secure communication at
all times. We continue to be the pioneer in our segment
and are committed to this leadership position, globally
and in the region.”

Increasing mobility, digitalisation, and safety and
security requirements are driving long-term growth and
the need for modern technologies to optimise control
centres for traffic and public safety.
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A global network of subsidiaries in more than 50
countries has actively contributed to the development of
safety critical information and communication solutions.
Frequentis Middle East offers the full range of solutions
developed within the Frequentis group based on
expertise in voice and data communications, information
management, networking technologies, surveillance,
AIM and message handling. By driving innovation, with
many ‘industry firsts’, the company focuses on
user-centric design that considers the controller in all it
does, evolving as the industry does.

The Vienna HQ supports global offices in over 50 countries

Middle Eastern economy is heavily supported by the
aviation industry and airport expansion in the Middle
East includes developments in Bahrain, Dubai, Abu
Dhabi and Saudi Arabia, among others, totalling around
$36 billion between 2018-2021.
Frequentis has been serving tailor-made solutions to
clients throughout the entire Middle East region for over
20 years, supporting many of these expansion projects,
including voice communications for over 50 airport
systems in the Middle East and 17 air bases and control
reporting centres.

Designed specifically for the rigours of mission-critical
industries, Frequentis solutions are certified by
numerous authorities and deployed by hundreds of
high-profile organisations worldwide, including major
government and defence organisations across the
Middle East. This includes voice communication
systems for Abu Dhabi Airport Company, General Civil
Aviation (GCAA) of the UAE, Bahrain CAA; maritime
radio communications for the Sultanate of Oman;
digital terminal information systems for Dubai Air
Navigation Services and the UAE Air Force, among
others. We focus on usability, providing user-centric
systems that cover the underlying complexity to
support effective and cost-efficient operations.

Josef Kutschi, MD Middle East

The team at Dubai Airshow

Frequentis is growing internationally and recent
acquisitions in the air traffic management and defence
sectors confirm significant developments in ATC tower
automation, C2 systems and the unmanned traffic
management markets.
Delivering mission-critical communication in the ME for over 20 years

Modern ATC is digital

